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offline C3ntury 7 Peasant posts posted December 19, '13 4:08am UTC anyone want to share information to get into this game? Anyone want to share information to get into this game? offline kfcbowl 5 Peasant Posts posted 19 December, '13 11:53am UTC Here are something Iâve noticed, not if I would count them as
tips though. I've only done it in step 2 with an A- so I'll just put things on stage 1 for fellow noobs. Some of these are just educated guesses, so feel free to comment. 1) When one of your characters dies, they take their weapons with them, it will not return to your stash2) If you search all at one level you will only find
about 4 new survivors. The only one that's worth is that members of swat teams and hobo3) the most important stat to contend is the last one âaimâ. 4) If you're running low on provisioning, it might be useful to kill a member or two who are useless to save on use of daily equipment. 5) As days go by, buildings get harder
so stay and change or hurry up and travelers can both be dangerous.6) As your character levels up, full-health levels are up too by 25% upto 2007) Top mengun are the largest sea, or it will not receive that the piton) Top Long Guns are saw followed by AK479 Top Shotguns are the Airspace-12 followed by the Benelli10
shotguns and striking weapons they should save for the poor character aim11) Use the View and dessert eagles with characters with large target12) at your weapons start and contain series bars, so put your 4 characters in a block shape in a choice form 13) Support (mortars) are not refreshed for free. They cost 500
when you are with the store asking. It seems to come randomly but more often when you are located in a store building. Not sure how accurate that is.14) The ten lives you have in a reset building every time.15) In my experience there seems to be no connection between finding gas at a gas station or gun at a
police/gun-shop station. 16) There is no set targeting order, âsemble characters target zombies closer themselves though. 17) Zombies love running backs. So later when they seem to invade you, put your best character together behind a barricades, and use one of the characters to run fast as the hits run back and forth
before the guns. 18) Healing and reloading take time to complete. If you try to move a character while doing it, they will have to start over in their new square. This also happens when they move to a new part of the building and really you'll lose the money you pay as well. 19) When all your characters die, game over,
whatever online you save. You will have to start over20) The Online save seems to reach the end of the level. So if you're wrong, that means you lose valid characters, simply lock out the pane. When you reopen the game from armorgames.com you'll have the option of loading the online game saved from the last
building you finished. Questions I1) What is gems and classes we get at the end of every game used for? If they are useless, maybe we can use them for allegations of our next adventure. 2) How many levels (travelling) until the city from Here are something I've noticed, not sure if I would count them as advice though.
I've only done it in step 2 with an A- so I'll just put things on stage 1 for fellow noobs. Some of these are just educated guesses, so feel free to comment. \r1) When one of your characters dies, they take their weapons with them, it will not return to your stash\r2) If you search all at one level you will only find about 4 new
survivors. The only ones worth is the swat crew member and the hobo \r3) most important stat to fight is the last one â aimate. \r4) If you are running low on provisioning, it might be useful to kill a member or two who are useless to save on use of daily equipment. \r5) As days go by, buildings get harder so stay with
changes or hurry up and travelers can both be dangerous.\r6) As your character levels up, their full health level up to 25 upto 200\r7) Topguns are the desert level, or it will not receive that the python\r8) top guns long are followed by AK47\r9 Top Choguns are airspace-12 followed by Benelli\r10 shotguns and hit guns
should be saved for the characters and poor assume \R11) Use the View and Dessert Eagles with major characters targeting \r12) at the beginning of your weapons and contain low rows, so put your 4 characters into a block shape at a point of choice \r13) Support (mortar) are not refined for free. They cost 500 when
you are with the store asking. It seems to come randomly but more often when you are located in a store building. Not sure how accurate that is.\r14) the ten live you have in a building to reset every time.\r15) In my experience there seems to be no connection between getting gas to a gas station or gun at a police
station/gun-shop. \r16) No set target order, â characters seem to target zombies closer themselves though. \r17) Zombies love running backwards. So later when they seem to invade you, put your best character together behind a barricades, and use one of the characters to run fast as the hits run back and forth before
the guns. \r18) Recovery and reloading take time to complete. If you try to move a character while doing it, they will have to start over in their new square. This also happens when they move to a new part of the building and really you'll lose the money you pay as well. \r19)When all your characters die, game on,
whatever online you save. You will have to start on \r20) The Online save seems to reach the end of the level. So if you're wrong, that means you lose valid characters, simply lock out the pane. When you reopen the game from armorgames.com you'll have the option of loading the online game saved from the last
building you finished. \r\Questions rMy\r1) What is the gem grade found at the end of every game used for? If they are useless, maybe we can use them for ameasage at our next adventure.\r2) How many levels (travelling) until the city comes out online trying 464 posts Bard Posted 19 December, '13 1:24pm UTC
Survivorship is found in a site!. The store is in places where there is a $Bosses found in places with the horde face. You can get guns but they usually are crap. Gas gets there when you complete a goal. The towers remain for ever after you have built them. Survivors are found in a site!. \RThe store is in places where
there is a $\rBosses found in locations and the horde face.\ rYou can find weapons but they usually are crap.\rFuel came to when you complete a goal.\ rTowers remain forever after you build them. offline C3ntury 7 Peasant posts posted December 19, '13 1:41pm UTC highly appreciates the information. Thanks pataje.ki
how do you get gems exactly? instructions were not clear enough, and good guided survivors who need help are a pain. if they just stick close to my survivors they have a higher chance of survival, but no... instead they just walk through shrimp horde YOLO! by the way, survivors I saved them so far are members of the
Left 4 Dead. Bill, Francis, Louis and Zoey. which is beautiful since they all have high purposes, however in other parameters... not so great. very appreciate the information.thanks for sharing.\rhow you get gems exactly? instructions were not clear enough, and good guided survivors who need help are a pain. if they just
stick close to my survivors they have a higher chance of survival, but no... instead they just walk through shrimp horde YOLO! by the way, survivors I saved them so far are members of the Left 4 Dead. Bill, Francis, Louis and Zoey. which is beautiful since they all have high purposes, however in other parameters... not so
great. offline kfcbowl 5 peasant posts posted December 19, '13 2:21pm GEM UTC is found at the end when you complete a game (namely. dead or save the city too. you get a class for your performance) the guys found at the end when you complete a game (ie. dead or save the city. you also get a class for your
performance) offline C3ntury 7 Posts Pestant Posted 19 December 19, 19 , '13 4:48pm UTC I escaped the city twice. now I'm on the 3rd city, but still I haven't received any gems or ratings. Do I miss something here? I escaped the city twice. now I'm on the 3rd city, but still I haven't received any gems or ratings. Do I
miss something here? offline kfcbowl 5 peasant posts posted December 19, '13 5:12pm UTC it's a matter of terminology I think. you travel twice to a new part of town. The goal of the game is to escape the city. i think. lol. Gems are required when you complete the game or die totally. when you click Start, you have the
option for local or online save. He will tell you on this screen how many gems you have. it is a terminology problem Think. you travel twice to a new part of town. The goal of the game is to escape the city. i think. lol. Gems are required when you complete the game or die totally. when you click Start, you have the option
for local or online save. He will tell you on this screen how many gems you have. online trying 464 posts Bard Posted December 19, '13 6:44pm UTC It says in the description that gems are available only for those who use the online mode. It says in the description that the men are available only to those who use the
online mode. offline C3ntury 7 peasant posts posted 20 December 20, '13 12:13am UTC what? I need to die in order to get gems? I tried so diFisilAnd got so far in the EndIt by even subjects falling off losing it allBut to the andit doesn't even have that problem? I need to die in order to get gems? \rI' tried so hard \rAnd got
so far\rBut at end \rIt not even problem\rI fall\rTo lose it all\rBut at end\rIt donation doesn't even issue offline kfcbowl 5 peasant posts posts posting 20 December, '13 2:02am UTC apparently has a new divide between people with gem and such without them. So give me reason why I proved me wrong, but I still don't
know what the gems for apparently have a new divide between people with GEMs and people without them. \rSo give me the reason to prove me wrong, but I still don't know what the gems for offline C3ntury 7 posts Peasant Posted 20 December, '13 4:12am UTC Okay, so I intentionally lost the game in 75 days. after
the assessment I was only given three guys to everyone who works hard to survive that apocalypse, but hey, at least I got gems. Well, so I intentionally lost the game in 75 days. after the assessment I was only given three guys to everyone who works hard to survive that apocalypse, but hey, at least I got gems. The
offline telgcalled137 nomad posts posted January 28, '14 9:25pm UTC you can get your survivors back if they die? Can you find your survivors back if they die? online trying 464 posts Bard Posted January 28, '14 9:31pm UTC no offline ventus01 1 posts Nomad Posted February 9, '14:01am UTC get your gems dead if
you travel once you get 1 GEM you travel twice you get 2 measurements etc. btw louis bill francis and zoey from left 4 words in here suggest you only use mortars in direct situations like a crew will die or , a boss. also if you get swat and thug only you can find again survivors or weapons to get your gems to be killed if
you travel once you get 1 gem you travel twice you get gem 2 etc. btw louis bill francis and zoey from left 4 dead in here \ laughs suggest you only use mortars in direct situations like a team will die or, a boss. also if you get swat and thug only you can't find anymore survivors or guns offline newuser1234 23 Constable
posts March 4, '14: 27pm UTC I survived for 75 days and traveled 6 times, so got 6 mem after game on... i survived for 75 days and traveled 6 times, so got 6 mem after game on... offline JonnyStenton 1 posts Nomad posted 4, '14 5:59pm UTC What's out mean?? about a building.. what does that come out mean??
about a building.. We can use cookies to help customize your experience, including performing analytics and serving ads. learn more
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